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Abstract 
The cell discretization algorithm isused to approximate solutions to parabolic problems with coefficients independent 
of time. Error estimates are obtained showing eneral convergence for homogeneous problems. A polynomial implemen- 
tation of the algorithm is described that can be viewed as a nonconforming extension of the finite element method that 
can also produce the continuous approximations of an h-p finite element method. Numerical tests that confirm the 
theoretical estimates are discussed. 
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O. Introduction 
Finite element methods have been widely used to approximate solutions of parabolic problems; 
see [1,4, 8-10] for example. Approximations are made by discretizing space or time or both. We 
consider here a semidiscrete method with discretization i  space only; the coefficients of the 
parabolic equation are assumed to be time independent, and we reduce the approximation to one 
of solving a system of linear ordinary differential equations. We use a nonconfirming extension of 
the finite element method called the cell discretization algorithm by Greenstadt [3], a generalization 
of the primal hybrid method of Raviart and Thomas [5]. A domain is partitioned into cells, and 
solutions are approximated by linear combinations ofbasis functions on each cell. Weak continuity 
of approximations over the entire domain is achieved by requiring that the difference of the traces 
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of approximations on the common boundaries of adjacent cells be orthogonal to increasing 
numbers of basis functions defined on the interfaces between cells. These requirements, called 
moment collocations, are expressed as a set of linear constraints on the coefficients to be used to 
define the approximate solution on each cell. We show how a basis can be constructed that satisfies 
the weak continuity constraints so that a Galerkin approach can be used to produce approxima- 
tions. 
In Section 1 we describe the method and provide a general error estimate that establishes 
convergence of approximations to solutions of homogeneous initial-boundary value problems as 
the number of moment collocations enforced becomes large and the number of basis functions 
utilized becomes uitably larger. 
In Section 2 we describe methods for nonhomogeneous problems and give error estimates for 
a polynomial implementation f the algorithm, where the general estimates of Section 1 can be 
expressed in terms of an "h-p" finite element context. Our implementation f the algorithm can 
generate the continuous approximations of a finite element method for comparison with the 
nonconforming approximations. We discuss some sample results from our general system solver 
for domains partitioned into triangles and parallelograms. The results upport he theoretical error 
estimates. 
1. Convergence results 
The setting for the method is given in detail in [6]. We assume that bounded omain (2 in N~: 
(with boundary F) is partitioned into subdomains with Lipschitz continuous boundaries that are 
piecewise C1 (denoted by "LPCI"); such subdomains are called cells. Suppose there are N cells g2i, 
with ~-2i('~'~ j = 0 if i # j  and ~ = UN=I  ~'~i. The exterior is f2o -= ~k/~.  
The Hilbert spaces we use are the following: 
H1((2i) - {u:g2i --* ~: u ~ L2((2i); Dju ~ L2(Oi) for j = 1, . . . ,g},  
where partial derivatives Dju are distribution derivatives with respect o x~. H1(~2i) has inner 
product 
K 
(u, vh,i = ~ (Dju, Djv)i + (u,v)i, 
j= l  
where (',')~ represents the Le(Qi) inner product, with the norm expressed as I[ " Ho, i. The Hl(f2i) 
norm is denoted [(" I[1,+. 
We consider Hilbert space 
H -= {u E L2(f2): ula+ ~ H1 (f2~); i = 1 . . . . .  N} 
with inner product 
N 
(b/'V) H ~--- Z (U'V)I, i 
i=1 
and norm represented by I1 • ]bn. 
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Let F~j = O~ nOj .  Assume that F~j is the finite union of C 1 patches. To simplify notation, we refer 
to all such patches as ri~, although there may be more than one C 1 component. F~o is a boundary 
segment between 12i and f2o. (See [6] for a precise definition of these terms.) The inner product for 
L2(Fi]) is denoted by ( - , ' )~j ,  with norm represented as II • II/j. 
We denote by 7ij the trace operator estricting ula, to its values on r~j; it is a bounded linear 
operator from H a (f2~) to L2(Fij) [-1 1]. There are "trace constants" C~j that depend on the geometry 
of f2i such that for any u ~ H, II Vii(u)Ilij ~< Gj liu I I1.,  
For each F,.j, choose " ij~ ~ ~e~qN= 1 to be functions in H~/2(F~i) that are a Schauder basis for L2(F~). 
x" oc A t2 Thus, for any h~L2(Fgi), there are coefficients dk such that h =~k=a.kCOk. Let 
JiJ(h)=Y~k~.+adkCO~J. For any h and e >0,  there is some N(h,e) such that n> N(h,e)=> 
II JiJ(h) [[ij < e. 
For u 6 H, we define the kth moment of u[a, on F~j to be 
i j  
- ( iAu), )ij. 
To make an approximation weakly continuous on O, we require some of the moments of an 
approximation u to be equal on interfaces F~ in the following way. 
Let N~ be the number of interfaces Fi~. [n] denotes a multi-index, an Nrvector  of nonnegative 
integers ( . . . ,  n~, ... ), with integer n~ associated with interface F w 
Let G[n] = {u e H: for any ij, j 4= O, ij = 1 .... , N~ and for any k ~< n,~, we have M~ki(U) = M~k ' (u)}; 
this is the set of functions u in H such that the difference of the traces from either side of any internal 
i j  interface F~j, 7i~(u) - ~i~(u), is L2(F~j)-orthogonal to 09k, k = 1 . . . . .  n~j. This gives a notion of weak 
continuity across interfaces called moment collocation. 
Let G0[n] = {u e GI-n]: for any i, for any k <~ nlo, M~,°(u) = 0}; this is the set of functions in G[n] 
that are weakly 0 on the external interfaces F~0 making up F. 
We define a partial order for such multi-indices; we say [n'] ~> I-n] <:> for any ij, n}j >>. n~j. If [n k] 
is a sequence of multi-indices, k=1,2 , . . . ,  we say that [n k Id [m]  if [n k]<<.[n k+~] and 
inf~ {n~} ~ ~ as k ~ ~. 
For each ith cell f2i, choose any Schauder basis {B~,} for Ha(f21). Thus, for any v in Ha(Oi), there 
i i = i i Let .~/m(V) denote the orthogonal projection (in are b/k such that ~= a bkBk v; let v.,,, = Y~'= a bk Bk. 
the Ha(fJi) inner product) of v onto 
{B~, B/z .... , B~}. Thus 
~.,~/m(/) ,m)  = 0;  ~,0./m(/.)) = ,.~/m(V - -  / ) . ,m) 
and 
the Hl(O~)-orthogonal complement of the span of 
l l l , i<  IIv V ,ml la , /=  ' ' 1 - bkB, • lim I I~m(v)l la, i  = 0. 
a ,i m ---* ~ 
These properties of ~m are independent of l-n]. 
Let [m] be an N-dimensional multi-index indicating the number of basis functions used in the 
approximation on each of the N cells; we employ the same notational conventions as those used for 
multi-index In]. Define Him] to be subspace of H such that for any v e H[m],vl~, is in the span of 
{B], B~,..., B~,}. Further, given I-m], and any function v in H, .~t,,l(v) is defined to be the function in 
H such that .~tml(V)la,=~m,(Vl~,). Thus ~tmJ(') is the projection of H onto H[m] ±. 
Limt,,l-.M II ~-t,.l(v)IIR = O. 
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Let Go[n][m] =- Go[n]r~H[m] = {u e Go[n]: u[o, = 2~'=a bfB~}. Go[n][m] is a finite-dimen- 
sional space; the moment collocation requirements are met by requiring that certain linear 
equations hold among the b~,, e.g., for u e Go [n] [m], we require that, on internal interfaces Fij, 
ij ij 
(~i j (U), ( l )p) i j  - -  (]) j i(U),O)p)i j  : O, p ~- 1 , . . . ,n i j  , 
which gives the requirement 
ff l i  m i 
2 i i ij bk(Tij(Bk),~Op)iJ Z b~(TJi(B~u), 0 - - (Dp~ij = 0 (1 )  
k=l  k=l  
and, for the external boundary segments F;o, 
iO 
(~)io(U),(A)p)i0 : 0 ,  p = 1, . . .  ,n i0 ,  
which becomes 
mi 
i i iO 
bk (T i j (Bk)  , O)p )iO = O. 
k=l  
A crucial lemma connecting estimates in terms of these spaces is 
(2) 
Lemma 1.1. I f  ~ ,  is the orthogonal projection operator of Go [n] onto Go [n] [m], then there is 
a constant K = K([n])  dependin9 on the cell decomposition of domain (2 and the choice of basis 
functions and collocation functions uch that [[u - ~,u[ ln  ~< K [[~tmlU[IH, where ~tm~ is the projec- 
tion of H onto the H-orthogonal complement of H[m]. Thus 
lim [ [u - -~,u[ [n=O for anyu~Go[n].  
[m]~[~c]  
The proof of this lemma is found in [6]; see also [21. 
One method for generating functions in Go [-n] [m] to approximate solutions of elliptic problems 
uses Lagrange multipliers to enforce the moment collocation constraints [2, 3,6]. Since this is 
difficult to implement for parabolic equations, we need a method to enforce the moment collo- 
cation constraints without using Lagrange multipliers. 
The coefficients {b k} for the representation each of the N cells can be concatenated to form 
vector b T ---- (bl, bl, ..., b 2, b22 . . . . .  b k, b~, ... ). The linear moment collocation requirements (1) and (2) 
are expressed as Mb = 0, for a suitable rectangular matrix M; it is an n' x m matrix where n' = Z nij 
and m = ZkU= 1 rag; m > n'. It is shown in [6] that, for any [n], the rows of Mare  independent if[m] is 
sufficiently large. The set of acceptable arrays of coefficients b to define functions in Go [n] [m] is the 
null space of M, which we obtain as follows. 
Obtain the "QR" factorization of M T, so M T ,, , R = (Q [ Q )(0), where R is square upper-triangular 
and invertible and Q - (Q"I Q') is orthogonal. Then M = RTQ T, where R - (oR). Since we are 
looking for b such that Mb = 0, an easy argument shows that the columns of Q', the last m - n' 
columns of Q, are an orthonormal basis for the null space of M. 
Let p = m- -  n' and suppose that the p columns of Q' are (qll,...,qml) v, 
(q12, ..-, qme)T, ... , (qlp . . . . .  qmp) "r" 
We enumerate the {B/k} as 
2 2 2 {BI, B~,...,B~,,Ba,Bz,...,Bm,_,...}; 
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there are m such B~. Denote the B~ with this enumeration as {q>l,~z,...,q>,,} and form 
~i  - Y4"= ~ qrl q>r defined on all of ~ by assuming each B~ is zero outside f2 r. Then {~i} is a basis for 
Go [n] [m]. Any approximation of form u,,,, = Z~'= ~Y,Mi can be expressed in terms of the original 
basis represented by {~b 1, q>z, ..., ~,,} in the following way: 
yi99i = ~ Yi ~ qri ¢pr= ~ ~', Yiqri cM. 
i= l  i=1 j= l  j= l  i=1 
Thus the coefficients of ~b j are q5 r - Ef= 1 Yiqji, which are the components of vector ~b = Q'y, where 
y is the column matrix of the Yi. 
For simplicity of exposition, we assume that the {~i} are an Lz(Y2) orthonormal set. Since the 
columns of Q' are orthonormal, a straightforward argument shows that it is sufficient that the basis 
functions {B~} defined on Ok be an Lz(12,) orthonormal set; we use orthonormal basis functions in 
our implementation f the method described in Section 2. 
We extend our definitions to appropriate domains for parabolic equations. Define 
f2 a = f2 x [0, T]  and let H~'T(I2) = C([0, T]  : HoX(f2)). 
We now denote Go[n] [m] by Go ([n],m), where m is the total number of basis function Mk. 
Approximations are in GT( [n], m) --= C([0, T ];Go([n], m)). Members v of GoT([n], m) are represent- 
ed as v = Y~f= x yi(t)~i (x). 
We construct approximate solutions to the following parabolic problem: 
Define Eu =- - ~" Di(Air(x)Dru) + Aou. (3) 
i,j 
We assume that Air and A0 are in C 1 (g2) and operator E is elliptic, self-adjoint and coercive, i.e., we 
assume that there exists c > 0 such that Eir'rAir(x)zizr >1 cEtf=l z~ in f2 for any zi • N and that 
Ao(x) >1 c for x • E2 and Air(x) = Ari(x ). 
Suppose that we have a smooth function u(x, t) that solves 
(~U K 
- -  - ~ Di(Air(x)Dru) + Ao(x)u = f(x,  t), (4) 
c~t i, r 
with u(x,O) = u°(x) and u(x,t)lx~eQ = O, t • [0, T].  Then for any v • H~(f2), 
(u', v)o + (Eu, V)o = (f, V)o, (5) 
where u' - c~u/c3t. We express this in a weaker form in the following way: Let 
1 a(u, v) =- ~ Aii(x)DiuDrv + Ao(x)uv dO. t._i,j 
Let D.,u be the "co-normal derivative with respect to E of u on Fij" defined as follows: If 
n = (h i ,  n2 ,  . . .  , nk) is the unit normal to Fir (pointing outward relative to the interior of f2i), then 
K 
D.,,u =- ~ 7ij(AmDqu)n p. 
P,q 
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D,u denotes the general co-normal derivative. Green's formula 
(Eu, 1.)) : a(u, u) -- ( Onu , ))(l.)) ~ F, (6) 
is valid for LPC 1 domains Q' with boundary F' for u in H2(~2 ') and v in H~(O ') if the A~j are 
sufficiently smooth [11]. In particular, this holds with our assumptions concerning the A~j and 
~2' = ~ or Q' = any ~.  
Since (Eu, V)o = a(u, v) for v e H~(O), for such v, (5) is equivalent to 
(u', V)o + a(u, v) = (f, V)o. (7) 
We construct an approximate solution to Eq. (7) by finding some U,,m = 22= t y~(t)N~  G~([n], m) 
such that 
(U'~,m,~k)O + a(u,,m,~k) = (f, Jig) = ~ qjk~ j for k = 1, ... ,p 
j= l  0 
and 
u..ml,=o = U°,m, (8) 
where we approximate the initial data by the L 2 orthogonal projection of u ° into G~([n],m): 
uO (x, O) p = Z j= ldi23i, where di - (u °, ~i)o = (u °, Z j= 1 qjiq~J)0. 
Substituting for U,,m = 2f= 1 y i ( t )~ in Eq. (8), we get 
P P 
E yi(t)'(2]~,Nk)O + Y', y~(t)a(~,,~k)= ( f  Nk)O, k = 1 .... ,p, (9) 
i=1 i=1 
and yi(O) = di. 
Now we are assuming that (~i, N,) = b k, so, writing in vector notation, Eq. (9) becomes 
y' + (a(~,  ~k))Y = ( ( f  ~k)O) T , 
y(0)  = d. 
This system of linear ordinary differential equations is solved using conventional methods. 
Entries in the matrix are 
a( ,~ i ,~ j )  = a qklq~k, Z qqjq bq = qkia(cI) k, ~q)qqj. 
q k,q 
These are the entries of Q'TSQ', where S = (a(~ k, ~q) is a matrix of diagonal blocks; the entries in 
the ith block are a(Bip, Biq) produced by the action of a( ", ") on the basis functions with support in 
~i. The coercivity assumption for self-adjoint elliptic operator E implies that S is symmetric and 
positive definite, so (Sz, z)R, >1 0 and (Sz, z)~. = 0 iff z = O. (Q'TSQ' w,w)~ = (S(Q' w),Q' w)~m >~ O. 
This expression if 0 iff Q'w = 0 iff w = O, since Q' consists of independent columns. So matrix 
Q'TSQ' is symmetric and positive definite also. 
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The size of the matrix Q'TSQ'is p x p, where 
p = (size of matrix S) - (total number of collocations enforced). 
For a moderate problem with 10 rectangular cells, a tenth degree polynomial basis and 7 collo- 
cations on each F~j, p is about 470, small enough to enable us to obtain the necessary eigenvalues 
and vectors to obtain a solution. The p degrees of freedom in the system pertain to the approxima- 
tion of the solution of the parabolic equation; we have eliminated any concern with weak 
continuity between interfaces of cells. 
With these preparations, we state the convergence result. 
Theorem 1.2. Assume that Aij and Ao are bounded C 1 ((2) functions of x and operator E (3) is elliptic, 
self-adjoint and coercive, so there exist c, M > O, such that for all v • H, c I] v II~ < a(v, v) < M IIv II~. 
Suppose that u ° • H~(~) and f • C([0, T];L2((2)). 
Assume that our solution u of(4) satisfies the following conditions: 
Ou 
u • C([0, T ]; H2(y2)~H~((2)), ~- • C([0, T); Hol (Y2)), u(x,O) = u°(x). 
(Sufficient conditions for the required regularity for solution u(x, t) can be found in [11].) 
Suppose u,, m is the approximation obtained from the cell discretization algorithm (and the computa- 
tions are error-free). Then, for any z • [0, T ], 
f ]  4 Nn}sup{C2} foSUp{ [[~¢i.J.(D..u)ll~.} dt11 u(z) -- u.,.,(z)112 + c El u - U.,m 1]2(t)dt ~< 
+ 4K( [n ] )  2 I I~t . , lu° l l  2 + I I .~t, . lu(0112 +~ I I~t , . ju l l~( t )  + Ii-~[m]U'H2(t)dt 
where n y is the maximum number of C l faces Fij on any cell and K ( [n] ) is the parameter of Lemma 1.1. 
The suprema are taken over all interfaces F~j. 
We convert he problem and prove two lemmata before returning to a formal proof. The basic 
argument concerns 
ld  
2 dt 
- - I lu  - U.,m II 2 = (U' - -  U' . , . ,U  - -  U.,m)O 
= (u'  - u ' . ,m,u  - ~ .U)o  + (u'  - u ' . ,m,~.u  - -  U..m)O. 
The solution satisfies (u' + Eu - f ,  V)o = 0, or 
(u', V)o = - (Eu, V)o + (f, V)o for any v • H. 
As in [6], using Green's formula on each cell, we get, for v • H, 
(lo) 
(Eu, V)o = a(u,v) - ~ (D,,,u,7ij(v) - ?ji(v))ij - ~ (D,,oU, Yio(V))w. 
F U Fio 
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Thus (u', V)o = - a(u, v) + ~r , j (O . , ,u ,  7ij(v) -- 7j i(v)) i j  -- ~r ,o (O. ,oU,  7io(V))io + (f,  V)o. 
Any v ~ GT([n], m) is of form Y~'= 1 z,(k)Ydk, and if we multiply Eq. (8) by Zk(t) for each k and sum 
over k, we get 
(U'.,m, V)O + a(u . , . ,  v) = ( f  V)o. 
Let `5 = ~,u  -- u., , .  ~ GT( [n ] ,m) .  Then 
(u'  - U'.,m, ~.U  - -  U.,m)O 
= (U', '5)0 - -  (U'.. m, '5)0 
= -- a(u, '5) + ~_, (D,,, ju, 7ij('5) - 7ji('5))ij + Z (D,,,oU, 7io('5))io + (f ,  '5)0 + a(u. , . , ,  '5) - ( f  '5)0 
F~ i Fio 
= -- a(u -- u. , . , ,  '5) + Z (D . .u ,  7ij('5) - ?ji('5))ij + Z (O.,oU, ~'io('5))io. 
El/ Fio 
We write 
-- a(u -- U.,m,'5) = -- a(u -- u . ,m,~nu -- u.,m) 
= -- a(u - -  Un ,m,U - -  Un, m)  - -  a(u -- U . ,m,~,u  -- u). 
Thus (10) reduces to 
ld  
2 dt 
- - -  I lu  - u . .~  IIo z = (u'  - u ' . .m,u  - ~ ,u)o  + (u'  - u ' . ,~ ,~,u  - u . .m)o  
or  
= (u' -- U'.,m,U -- ~ ,U)o  -- a(u - Un, m,tt - -  Un.m) - -  a(U - -  Un .m,~nU - -  U) 
+ E (O..u,  ~j(~) - ~j~(`5))~j + y~ (O.,oU, ~o(`5)),o 
F 0 Fio 
l d  
2 dt Iru - u . ,~  II 2 + a(u - y . , , . ,u  - U.,m) = (u' - U'.,m,U -- ~ ,U)o  + a(u -- U.,m,U -- ~ ,U)  
+ ~_. (D . , ,u ,  7ij(3) - 7j ,(b)), j  + ~ (O.,oU, 7io(6))io- (11) 
F(I Fio 
Integrating with respect o t over [0, z] and using inequality c II u - u.,,. II 2 ~< a(u - u. , . , ,  u - U.,s) 
we get 
g I[ u('c) - U.,r.(~) IIo z + c Ilu - U. ,ml l~dt  
-u . ,ml lg  + (u'  u .  m,u  ~<2[[u o o - ' - ~ ,u)o  dt  + a(u - u. , . , ,  u ~,u)  dt  
+ 2 (D.~,u, ?q(cS) - 3'ji(cS))q + ~ (D.,oU, ?io(`5))io dt. (12) 
~] 0 [_ Fij FiO 
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Estimates for the right-hand side of (12) are derived in the following two lemmata. 
Lemma 1.3. I[ u° o - u.,,. l[o ~ g([n])ll~t,.~(u°)lIH. 
Proof. flu ° ~,uO{[H >~ [[u o . o - - ~mU [[o. Our choice of initial condition U.,0m in terms of the 
L2 orthornormal basis {~i} minimizes ][ u ° - v IIo over v ~ Go([n],m). 
Therefore II u ° - ~u  ° IIo 1> II u ° - U.,mJ]00 and the result follows from Lemma 1.1. [] 
Lemma 1.4. 
(a) (u' - Urn,m, u - .~nu)o ~ -4 II U(T) -- Un, m('¢)[t 2 ..[_ II u(~) - ~ ,u(~) I I  o 
1 
+ 5 II u ° - U.,mllo2 + g I I °  u° - ¢~'u°  I1°: + 4 I lu -u" 'ml l2dt+-c Ilu'-~'~mu'llgdt" 
a(u-U" 'm'U-~nmu) dt <~4 I lu-u. ,ml l~dt + llu - .~,u II~dt. (b) C 
(c) I f  n s denotes the maximum number of faces in any of the N cells, with c5 = ~,u  - u..m, 
fO c;2 <<'-gn~rsup{C2}c sup{llJ~J(O"ju)ll2}dt +-4 I lu -u .  mll~(t)dt. 
Proof. We make repeated use of the inequality 
~--~ d b2 (13) ab <<. a 2 + ~ 
for positive d. 
(a) Both u and u.,,. are sufficiently smooth so we can integrate the left-hand side of (a) by parts 
with respect o t: 
f i  (u' - - ~mu)o dt Urn, U m~ 
= -~t(U--Un,  m,u - -~mu)odt - -  U--Un, m,-~(U--~nnnu) dt 
o 
(u(~) Un,,.(~), U(~) ~.mu(T))O (U ° 0 U o .~.. uO)o = . . . .  Un,m, 
c9 - ~mu)'~ dt. 
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Then 
.if (U' -- U'.,m,U -- ~U)  at[ 
~< II u(~) - u., m(~)[Io II u(~) - ~.~u(~) IIo q-  H/ , /0 __  /./n,0 rn II o II u ° -~ .um o II o 
o 
+ I lu-u . ,ml lo  ~(u-~'2u)  dt. 
~t(u_~,u)  Ou (Ou) 
- o -S_~.  
since we can show that (O/c3t)~.u = ~.(Ou/Ot) by considering the representation f u in Go([n], m) 
as a finite sum of H-orthonormal basis functions. The result then follows from (13). 
(b) We use (13) and the inequality 
la(u - u.,,., u - ~."u) I(v) ~< m II u(~) - u.,m(~)IIit"11 u(~) - ~.~u(~)IIH 
to obtain a proof of (b). 
(c) From [6], since 6 e G~([n], m), 7ij(U.,m)- 7ji(U.,m) is orthogonal to the [n] collocation 
functions, we use Schwarz' inequality and the trace theorem to obtain estimate 
~ (D. , ,u , -  + Z ~(~)),o ])ij((~) 7ji(~)~ij (D.,oU, 
Fm 
= Z (J~(D.,ju), 7~j(6) -- ~ji((~)~ij ~- E (~iOo(DnioU), ]'((~)>iO 
Fii Fio 
~< sup {Cij} sup{ [] J~.{,(D..u)jllj} (ny)x//-N II• IIH. 
Since 6 is the projection ofu - u.,,., II 6 [In ~< II u - U.,m Hn. When we integrate this expression over 
[0, r], we obtain the estimate 
]d, Z (D.,,u, ?ij(u., m) - 7ji(u.. m))ij + Z (D-,ou, y(u., m))iO 
dO [.-Fii Fio 
<<. nfsup{Cij}sup{ llji!,(D.,u)ltij} Ilu - u.,,.llH(t)dt. 
The result follows from inequality (13). [] 
Now 
0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. With these lemmata established, we obtain the following estimate for 
Eq. (12): 
[I u(~) - un, m(~)II g + c I1 u - un,.. II ~(t) dt 
1 1 
- Un,m]] 2 + ~ [[ U(~) -- u.M~)l l~ + I lu(0 - ~,u(~)ql  2 ~ II u ° o 
-~mu Hu - u~,mll~dt + II ~'~,u' IIg dt - u..mll2 +5 Ilu ° I Ig+~ c +~ ilu o o . o - u ' -  
cfl fl + 4 I lu -u~ml l~dt  c I l u -~,~u l l~dt  
f2 c f2 +-Nn~.sup{C~} sup{llJ~j(D~,,u)ll~}dt + ~ Ilu - U~,mll~(t)dt. C 
Consolidating similar terms, we get 
Hu(v) - u,,m(z) I[o 2 + ~ ILu - u,,,,ll}(t)dt 
~< II u° o 1 1 f l  -~mu 11o 2+-  I lu ' -~ ,u ' l l~dt  -u~,,.1102 + Ilu(~) - ~u(OI I02 + ~ llu ° ~ o c 
+-  Ilu - #,,ullndt +-  Nn}sup{C~} sup{ l[J~{,(D.,ju)ll2} dt. 
¢ C 
The theorem follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3. [] 
We use Dini's theorem to argue that this theorem gives a general convergence result. 
With our assumptions concerning the smoothness of u and u', since II J~(O~,~u) II,j(t) is continu- 
ous in t and goes monotonical ly to 0 as [hi ~ [ ~]  for fixed t by the properties of J~J, this term can 
be made sufficiently small uniformly in t for sufficiently large [hi. Fix such an I-n]. 
Likewise, since II-~tm]u(t) IIn and I[ ,~tm]u'(t)I1~ are continuous in t and monotonical ly decreasing 
to zero as [m] ~ [~] ,  these terms can be made uniformly small on [0,'c]. 
Thus, with [n] fixed so that the term involving the normal derivative of u is sufficiently small, 
choose [m] large enough so that the entire error is small. This argument can be adapted to provide 
a uniform bound for Ilu -u . ,ml l0 , r  that establishes convergence in C([0, T ]  :L2(Y2)) as well as 
L2([0, T] ;  H(12)). 
2. The nonhomogeneous problem and a polynomial implementation 
We describe an adaptation of the algorithm to nonhomogeneous boundary value problems, 
where we now require that u(x,t)= g(x,t) for x ~ F. The classical method is to first find some 
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u2(x, t) such that u2 = g on F, then express u as u~ + u2 with u~ = 0 on F and solve 
~ul/& + Eul =f -  Ou2/&-  Eu2 with Ul(X,0) = u ° - u2(x,0). 
The equivalent transformed problem requires that we find some vector function fl(t) such that 
Mfl = g(t), where components of g corresponding to internal collocation on Fij are zero; collo- 
cation rows corresponding to Fio produce an entry of form (g( ' ,  i0 t), coq)io. A fl of minimal norm 
satisfying these requirements is obtainable as part of the QR factorization of M x. Recall that we 
have expressed M T as (Q"lQ')(0n), where R is square upper-triangular nd invertible; fl can be 
Q,,(RT) - Xg. We approximate u2 by/12 [I2k : ~ i= 1 k k mk fli Bi, where flk is the component of fl associated 
with B k. Suppose that our approximation to u~ expressed in terms of the original basis is 
mk 
= bi Bi. 
i=1  
If we take the L2(Y2k) inner-product of C3Ul/6~t -k- EUl =f-  c~u2/c~t - Eu2 with orthonormal B/k and 
follow the argument in Section 1, the resulting vector equation is 
b' + Sb = (~, B~)o)T(t) -- if(t) --Sfl(t) - f l ( t )  
with initial condition 
b(0) = ((u °, B/k)o) v -- fl(0) = ((u °, B/k)o) x -- Q"(R T)- lg(0), 
subject o the side condition Mb -= O. 
In terms of the basis {~j} satisfying the collocation constraints o that no side condition is 
necessary, ul is represented as y~im= 1 Yi(t)~i(X) and vector y is to satisfy 
y '+ Q'TSQ'y = Q'Vfl(t) and y(O) = Q'Tb(O). (14) 
In terms of the original problem, 
Q,T f l  = Q,T((f  B~)o)~(t) _ Q,V fl,(t ) _ Q,Tsfl(t )
= Q,T((f B~)o)T(t) _ Q,TQ,,(RT )- Xg, _ Q,TSQ,,(RT )- lg(t ) 
= Q,X[(( f  Bki)o)T(t) _ SQ,,(RT) - lg(t)] since Q,TQ,, = O. 
The initial condition is y(0) = Q'T((u°, Bk)o) ~ -- Q'TQ"(RT)- lg(0) = Q'T((u °, Bk)o) T. Thus it is not 
necessary to generate the t-derivative of g. We solve system (14) by classical methods. 
We have implemented this scheme for arbitrary problems with domains in ~2 that can be 
partitioned into triangles or parallelograms (or both.) We use L2-orthonormal bases consisting of 
polynomials of degree 10 or less (up to 66 functions on each cell) to provide approximations. 
Legendre polynomials are used as collocation weight functions on the interfaces. Note that if we are 
using a pth degree basis on each cell and we use p + 1 collocation weight functions on the 
interfaces, then an approximation will be continuous, since the differences of the traces of an 
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approximation on adjacent cells is a polynomial orthogonal to the first p + 1 Legendre poly- 
nomials so the difference must be zero. Thus our software allows us to implement an h-p  finite 
element approximation. 
We use Gauss-Legendre quadrature to effect he integrations over the cells and interfaces, and 
subroutines from LINPACK and LAPACK provide the QR decomposition and the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors for the solution of the system of ordinary differential equations. The required 
integrations over time of functions of form exp( - It(t - s))h(s) (with s < t) are approximated using 
a composite quadrature, where we partition the interval [0, t] into subintervals [t~, t~+ 1] and use 
the Gaussian quadrature employed elsewhere in the program for integration over the subintervals. 
The choice of suitable subintervals i quite delicate, for the eigenvalues/~ can be very large. We 
arrange that the theoretical error is about the same on all subintervals. Suitable partitions of time 
interval [0, T] cluster intervals [t~, t~+ 1] close to T; for example, with T = 1, a typical partition of 
[0, 1] is 
{0, 0.89, 0.94, 0.96, 0.975, 0.983, 0.992, 0.996, 0.998, 1.0}. 
This quadrature is currently the most time-consuming part of the program and for large number 
of cells it is necessary to use many subintervals of [0, t] to match the theoretical error. 
We test the error estimates in terms of p, the degree of the polynomial approximation on each 
cell, q, the maximum degree of the Legendre polynomials providing the weight functions on the 
interfaces in any trial, and h, the maximum diameter of the cells in the cell decomposition f f2. We 
use the same number q + 1 of collocations on each boundary segment F~j, so we set all n~j to q + 1; 
we revise notation containing collocation index [n] by replacing [n] with q. We also use the same 
number (p + 1)(p + 2)/2 of basis functions for our pth degree basis on each cell; notation 
containing basis multi-index [m] replaces [m] by p. Thus we now denote approximation u.,,, with 
symbol Uq,p. The relevant error estimates for a polynomial implementation f these methods are 
given in [2]. Two types of error estimates are used in [2]. The first are expressed in terms of the 
H*(12) norm of the solution (k > 2) and are similar to conventional h-p  estimates. The second 
assume that the solutions are analytic and are expressed in terms of the seminorm defined by the 
L2-norm of the p + 1 and p + 2 derivatives of the solution for analytic solutions. Since our test 
problem is analytic we use these second estimates in our discussion; they are quite explicit. 
The following estimates hold for domains in ~2: 
The trace constants C~j are bounded by cl /h 1/2, where ca is independent of h and depends only 
the smallest angle in any cell. 
K([n]) is bounded by c2(q)/h; the dependency on q is discussed extensively in [2]. 
We assume that the coefficients Aij and Ao are constant. Then 
tl It JL ,(D.,ju)II j 0.66 x h q + x (0.7(q + 2))- tq + 3/2)II (O.,,u)q + 1 [l j, 
where (Dn~jU) q+l represents he (q + 1)th tangential derivative of D.~ju on Fij. 
For our cells, we have for v ~ C([O,z];Hp+2(f2)) (and for h ~< 3 and p ~> 2), 
II ~p(v)IIH • hP(O.5p)-V[lvlv+ 1 + Ivlp+2], (15) 
where, for example, [ 2 vlp+m = Zl l=p+l blD vllo 2. 
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If we use these estimates in Theorem 1.2 with q and p replacing In] and [m], we get 
II u (~)  - uo,~(z)llo z + c f l  Ilu - uo,~ll~(t)dt 
4 
<<. -N42cZh-a[O.66xhq+a(o .7 (q  + 2))-~q+a/z)] 2 sup{ll(D,,,u) q+~ II~} dt 
C F(i 
+ 4[cz(q)h-1 hP(O.5p)  - p-]z {~ [-luOl,+, + luOl,+ ~]z + [lu(r)l~+~ + lu(r)l,+ z]z 
+- MZ[lu(t)lp+ ~ + lu(t)l~+2-1 z + [lu'(t)lp+a + lu'(t)lp+ 2JZ dt . 
¢ 
(16) 
If we are subdividing the unit square into cells of side h, the number of cells N ~ 1/h z. Due to the 
resulting decrease in the size of Fij, we might expect fJ(D,,u)q+l ]j6 to decrease by a factor h. Then 
the h-dependency of the first error estimate term containing the normal derivative of the solution 
on the interfaces would be h-Zh- lhZ~q+l)h = h 2q. This estimate can be made rigorous by the 
methods used in [2]. A more concise estimate for (16) is 
flu(v)-u~,p(v)llo+[cy~llu-uq, pll~(t)dtl ~/z 
hq(O.7(q + 2)) -tq+ 3/2)g 1 (D,,u) + c2(q)h p- l(0.5p)-P82(u, u'), (17) 
where the ~( ' )  represent the dependency on D,u, u and u' given in (16). 
Similar estimates can be immediately obtained for domains in ~3 partitioned into parallel- 
epipeds or tetrahedra (or both) by using Theorem 1.2 and the three-dimensional results in [2]. 
Our sample problem for numerical tests approximates the solution to 
Ou/Ot - Au + u = f ,  (18) 
where f is defined by the intended solution 
u(x,y,t)  -- sin(0.5n(1 + t)(x: + y2)). 
We consider Dirichlet boundary data on the unit square [0, 1] x [0, 1] and select ime t -- 1 for our 
study of the effect of varying h, q and p on the accuracy of the approximation. The graph of the 
solution is shown in Fig. 1. 
Tests were made to obtain approximation errors for various values of p, q and h. The difference 
between the true solution and the approximation was calculated on a uniform 41 x 41 grid; the 
squares of the "L2"-("H")-errors are evaluated using ELLPACK's technique of using the average of 
the squares of the differences (and the squares of the differences of the derivatives). 
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Fig. 1. Graph of the solution of the test problem. 
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Log error vs. p log p 
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p log p: 
Fig. 2. Log of L2-errors vs. p logp for q = p - i. 
We consider three sample error computations. Disregarding c2(q) , the theoretical p dependency 
of the "L2"-error is of form C(0.5p) -p, and the q-dependency is C(0.7(q + 2)) -(q+3/2), with C's 
depending on various seminorms of the solution. Thus we might expect a linear relationship 
between the logarithm of the Lz(O)-norm of various errors and plogp. We plot these values in 
Fig. 2 for p ranging between 3 and 10, q = p - i for various values of i. We use 4 square cells. 
The approximation fails when q = p - 2 for odd p since in this case we have used more than 
enough collocations to force continuity of approximations; there is a dependency among the rows 
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of Q' making Q'XSQ' singular. An optimal value for q for various p appears to be q - p - 3 or 
p -  4; there seems to be no particular advantage in requiring that the approximations be 
continuous. (In [2], empirical results for elliptic problems uggest hat, for triangular cells, it is 
optimal to set q to be p -  2.) Note that in (17) the first (interface) error approximation term 
concerned with values for q and the second error approximation term concerned with values of 
p are about the same when q = p -  2. Although the (internal) interface error vanishes with 
continuous approximations, results in [2-1 suggest hat cz(q) becomes very large when this is the 
case eliminating the apparent heoretical increase in accuracy obtained by using continuous 
approximations. 
The regression equation for the error when q = p - 3 is 
L2-error ~< 0.02(0.285p) -p
with correlation r > 0.99 between the log of the error and the log of the regression estimate. The 
theoretical error is 
Le-error ~< C(0.165p) -p. 
Although theory only gives estimates for the time-integral of the "H"-norm of the error (essentially 
the Hi-norm), the empirical regression equation for the H-norm of the error at time t = 1 is 
(H-error) ~< 0.2(0.238p) -p with r > 0.99. 
The graphs in Fig. 3 relate the logarithm of various errors and p for various values of q. We use 
four square cells. 
Fig. 3 suggests that, for any fixed value of q, accuracy is not improved by increasing p beyond 
a certain point. For fixed q, optimal accuracy appears to occur when p = q + 4 for square cells. 
A third test is concerned with the h dependence of the approximation. We collect error 
evaluations for various decompositions into square cells, ranging from 1 cell to 16 cells. Estimate 
0.0001 
0.1 
0.01 
0.001 
1 E-05 
1E-06 
m 
3 4 5 6 8 
Values for p: 
10 
Fig. 3. Errors for various values of q for p = 3 to 10. 
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Fig. 4. Log of error vs. log of h for various values of p. 
(17) predicts that the h dependency ofthe L2-errors is of form C1 h q + C2 hp- 1. We compare the log 
of the errors and log of h for various values of p, with q = p - 3, in Fig. 4. 
The (approximate) slope of each line gives the exponent for h; this is given in Fig. 4 beside each 
value of p. When q = p -  3, the theoretically dominant term should be Clh q= Clhp-3; the 
empirical results given slopes close to p -  0.5, suggesting that the interface error term is less 
important han the approximation error on each cell when q -- p - 3; see [2]. 
There are two immediate generalizations of these results. The first is that we do not need to 
assume that coefficient Ao is bounded away from zero to ensure coercivity; it is shown in [-2] that if 
for each interface Fq, there is some to~' such that (1, co~)ij ~ 0, then - A is coercive over Go[n]; 
matrix Q'TSQ' is nonsingular. Thus these methods can be used to approximate solutions to the 
heat equation. The second is that the basis functions defined on the cells f2i need not be L2(f2i) 
orthonormal; our methods can be adapted to this more general situation. 
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